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Students file appeal
in dismissal dispute
ByLlad.McM.boo
Two students dismissed from
a chemistry class Oct 22 have been
granted a hearing before the Student
Arbitration Board Thursday to appeal
their professor's decision
Roger Karshfield and Jim Goodwin,
both juniors in the College of Arts and
Sciences, are filing the appeal in
response to an action taken by Dr Arlo
Boggs. professor of chemistry, and
instructor in their Organic Chemistry 306
course

xi
Campus
visitors

M««i»lmifcrir»M.ofc»
Students from Eastwood School, recantly closed whin o ichool levy faiUd lo
win volor approval, vailed tht campui thi» wook a» part of a now approach to
looming •»periencet. Tho children aro shown with University students Jacques
Morgan and Anno Brodigor (backs to Comoro).

IN A MEMO to Douglas Weigle,
chairman of the Student Arbitration
Board. Mike Sprague. student vice
president of rules and regulations, stated
the two students "claim their rights as

Files policy statement published
By Terry Cochru
Stall Reporter

as outlined in the Student Code had been
violated.

A "Statement of Policy and
Procedures" regarding student
advisement folders, and also student
access to such files, was published
yesterday bjrthe College of Education.
The clarification of the college''
procedures came in the wake of t
complaint recently filed with the Student
Arbitration Board, in which a studenl
claimed that the right to see his record)

THE STATEMENT, issued by College
of Education Dean George Elsass, states
that each student's program advisement
folder is located in room 365, Education
Bldg
Each folder, the statement continues,
contains information used to advise
students as to degree status and
deficiencies, to record approved
program
adjustments
and
substitutions, to determine student

teaching eligibility and to provide
supplementary information in support of
teacher certification in Ohio.
Folders are kept for only one to two
years after a student graduates.
The rationale for this procedure is that
students sometimes request "delayed
certification endorsements". That is. a
student may teach in Ohio for a short
time and then move to another state,
asking for initial certification again
The files are destroyed after this
period in accordance with the Student

Center awaits funds

Computer action stalled
Officials from BGSU and the
University of Toledo decided yesterday
no further action will be taken toward
establishing the proposed Northwest
Ohio Regional Computer Center until the
$2 million needed for the project is
reallocated by the state legislature.
In 1969 the Ohio General Assembly
allocated the money for construction of
the center to be operated jointly by the
University and TU, but when
negotiations deadlocked over choosing a
site for the center, the state controlling
board withdrew the funds
PRESIDENT Kollis A Moore Jr said
he is still "optimistic on getting the
appropriations."
Last June, Owens-Illinois Inc. of
Toledo agreed to donate land in its Levis
Development Park near Perrysburg for

construction of the center. Before the ,
offer, the two schools had proposed six
sites as possible locations for the center,
but neither would agree to the other's
proposals.
Raymond K. Mulford, chairman of the
Owens-Illinois Board of Directors, said it
is an "ideal site" because it is situated
halfway between Toledo and Bowling
Green.
The location is suitable to both schools,
according to Dr. Moore.
Dr. Moore said architects have
determined what each school would need
for a computer center if it were built at
the Owens-Illinois site.
Although the central data and storage
equipment would be located at the
center, each school would have
terminals which would be connected to
highspeed teletypewriter terminals over

long distance telephone lines to the
central data equipment. This would
enable each school to use the equipment
on its campus.
A POTENTIAL use of the center could
be computer-assisted
instruction,
probably modeled after a teaching
system developed by the University of
Illinois.
The equipment could also be used to
solve graduate thesis problems or to aid
in research projects sponsored by
government or industry.
Over the summer the University
doubled its computer capacity on
campus when it acquired a computer
from Ohio State University.
TU agreed at the time of purchase the
computer would be taken over by the
regional computer center if it is granted
its reappropriations from the state.

Guide, and also due to lack of space, the
statement reads.
REGARDING student access to files,
the statement cites four basic points of
procedure:
-Any student desiring personal access
to his or ber program advisement folder
■hall appear in person at the Program
Advisement Office, indicate such
request for access, and present
identification card to the receptionist.
-The student shall be given his or her
program advisement folder and shall be
•Me to personally review It and the
contents therein in the presence of a
representative from the Program
Advisement Office
-Should a representative of the dean's
office such as the assistant dean,
assistant to the dean, or the records
analyst not be available immediately,
the receptionist shall schedule an
appointment for the student at the
earliest mutual time for both parties.
-Should the student desire a copy of
any of the materials included in the
record, such can be obtained at actual
cost incurred for providing the
reproduction.
Doug Weigle. chairman of the Student
Arbitration Board, said he personally was
pleased with the new access procedures
in the college.
He said students are required to be in
the presence of a representative of the
Program Advisement Office when
reviewing their files in order to insure
that no one "slips stuff in or out of his
folder."
Ke added that the complaint filed with
Student Court on the personal access
law* has been withdrawn.

Chilean president

[',

i,

President Hollis A. Moore Jr and
Ashel Bryan, member of the
University's Board of Trustees, had ar
unexpected hour-long meeting with th«
Marxist Chilean president, Salvado
Allende, during their return trip from
two-and-one-half week Brazilian visit.
"We had expected ten minutes, but
ended up talking with Allende privately
for an hour," Dr. Moore explained.
Allende is the first Marxist leadet
elected by popular vote in the Western
hemisphere
DR. MOORE said he believes he and
Bryan were allowed to see Allende as a
political move to balance Fidel Castro's
visit to Chile
Because of Chile's recen
nationalization of United States owned
copper mines, they said U.S.
Investments in Chilean industry had
dropped from $750 million at the time of
Allende's election to $50 million
Moore said although the mine
nationalization took place after Allende
was elected, the move toward
nationalization heaan earlier
Bryan and Dr. Moore said Aueade
seemed to be trying to stress that this Is
taw first tine that a communist

government has gained power in this
hemisphere without revolution.
ALLENDE has proposed many plans
to solidify his position since there is the
feeling among many Chileans that he will
be over/thrown eventually, Dr. Moore
said.
"One of his goals is to move bis
country toward his proposed changes as
quickly as possible to insure that the
changes won't be reversed after bis
term," Dr. Moore explained.
Ke said Allende's goals depend a great
deal on developing Chile's higher
education system.
"I was disturbed to find UH
universities swept up In partiaau
conflict. They were holding student and
faculty elections-similar to Faculty
Senate—and everything centered oa
whether or not Allende would have a
majority of supporters," he said.
BRYAN SAID university presidents in
Chile are elected by vote of the
university's students, faculty and staff.
Dr. Moore said Allende wanted them
to believe that he was diligent about
maintaining academic freedom.
- Nationalism is very strong in Chile and
d Allende's proposals (ail, the country
faces possible military take-over from
tee right or revolution from the left, Dr.
Moore said.

^Aoore predicts IRS
to bock ticket policy
Ke predicted the University would fall
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
yesterday predicted the Internal under the ruling that the government
Revenue Service (IRS) would rule in does not require an organization to "go
favor of the University when it conducts broke."
"If we prove the cost of the (hockey)
its investigation of the athletic
department's alleged violation of program is more than the income,
chances are IRS will never rule against
President Nixon's wage-price freeze.
According to the Office of Emergency us." he said
"They're not going to tell us 'Sorry,
Planning (OEP), the athletic
department violated the freeze by boys, but you'll have to continue losing
eliminating the faculty-staff individual money,'" he explained.
game category for purchasing hockey
According to athletic director Dick
Young, that's exactly what the hockey
tickets.
Instead of paying 11 for a ticket as they program is doing.
did last year, members of the faculty or
President Moore said it would be hard
staff must now buy general admission to find another college or university
tickets for $l 50
which has a hockey program comparable
to Bowling Green's to determine
ALTHOUGH
Kennard Gardiner, whether or not the University's ticket
director of the region five OEP office in prices are equitable.
Chicago, said last week IRS would
investigate the alleged violation.
HE SAID very few schools have their
President Moore said the University has own ice arena; instead, they use private
received no word from IRS as yet.
facilities within the area of the school. If
Ke said he doubled whether Bowling they do have an ice arena, their
Green's ticket prices would be very high structures are seldom comparable to
Bowling Green's, he said.
on the IRS list of priorities.

University to expand
S.A. exchange plan

Moore, Bryan visit
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter

Dr. Boggs said on Monday when he
started lecturing he noticed them sitting
in the class, and at that point told
Karshfield and Goodwin that they didn't
have permission to be in the class.
On Tuesday. Dr. Boggs said the
students asked to be readmitted. "I told
them they were free to come back as
long as there was agreement as to how
they would conduct themselves, as far as
1 was concerned," said Dr. Boggs.
There was disagreement between the
professor and the students over the
requirements for readmittance to the
class, according to Dr. Boggs.
Ke said it is not likely that he will
appear before the Student Arbitration
Board; but he will submit a deposition in
writing.
The Student Arbitration Board, which
is composed of five students appointed
by the Student Body Organization, will
hear the case and then refer it to the
Student Appeals Board.
According to Mike Sprague, members
for the latter board have not been
appointed; however the Student Code
states that the board is to consist of two
students, two faculty members and one
person appointed by the President.
HE SAID he then told them to give Section 5A of the code states the decision
their names and report to the dean that of the appeals board is final, but an
appeal to the President is possible.
they had dropped the course.

students have been violated by the
arbitrary action of their professor in that
he dismissed them from class without
proper cause or due process."
Karshfield said they were in the back
of the classroom studying for a biology
course when they were dismissed from
the class.
"Boggs told us to come down and leave
our names and tell the dean we had
dropped the course." said Karshfield.
Ke said they went to Howard Shine,
assistant dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, who. according to Karshfield.
sent a memo to Dr. Boggs saying they
could be readmitted to class.
"We returned to class on Monday, but
Dr. Boggs ignored the memo and would
not allow us to remain in class," said
Karshfield. At present the students have
missed 14 lecture sessions.
"We want to prove that we have done
nothing to merit being thrown out of the
class," added Karshfield.
However, Dr. Boggs said he noticed at
the beginning of his lecture on Oct. 22 the
two students reading another text book
and conferring over notes in tones
audible to him.

Home
again

ruHn- HsWs A. Mess* Jr., (Ml), ana Ashel
Bryan, University trustee, discussed their South
.American trip at a preu conference yesterday m
Ike Beard of Trustees
meeting
room,
Administration Mdg.

The University will begin work "right
away" on an expanded exchange
program with the Catholic University In
Sao Paolo, Brazil, according to
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
President Moore, who just returned
from a two-and a-half - week visit to South
America, said yesterday he has already
contacted other administrators within
the University to study the feasibility of
several changes in the exchange
program.
Speaking at a press conference
yesterday afternoon, the president said
he hopes to see the program expanded to
give a greater number of University
students the opportunity to study in
Brazil.
THE PROGRAM presently includes a
one-quarter student teaching assignment
which gives Bowling Green students a
chance to work in an English-speaking
school In Brazil.
"I'm afraid It may become nothing
more than an English-speaking ghetto
experience unless the program is
enlarged to offer students exposure to
Brazil's culture," Dr. Moore said.
He said he would like to see an
increased number of students Involved In
the exchange program, possibly
sjsjgaafsja) it to include Interested
students from areas other than
education.
One possible chance would be to

increase the stay in Brazil to one year.
However, students would have to be able
to speak Portuguese to handle such a
program.
"If students were proficient in the
language, they would also have the
opportunity to study at Brazilian
universities." Dr. Moore said.
He said it would be possible to provide
participants with lessons in the
Portuguese language without adding
extra costs or a new language
department to this University by
arranging some sort of language
program with Brazilian schools.
HE EXPLAINED that Catholic
University has agreed to recognize
Bowling Green students as participants
in an exchange program without
charging them extra fees to attend
classes there.
Dr Moore also hopes to establish ar
internship in Brazil for business
students.
He said Sao Paolo is one of the most
rapidly expanding cities in the world and
would offer students an excellent chance
to observe business operations.
Ten students and two professors from
i Brazil will be studying and teaching here
winter quarter as part of the exchange
program. In addition, Dr. Moore has
invited the rector at the university in Sao
Paolo to visit Bowling Green within the
1971-7Vcademic year
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eDueRiaLS
big issue

no place like home
by Rick MHz

When the wage-price freeze hit the country in July, the key to its
success, according to President Nixon, was the voluntary action
of all citizens.
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. announced in August thai
students will find no inflation of costs at the University this fall
term.
"We believe our action is in harmony with President Nixon's
request for voluntary action to help fight inflation and to restore
stable economic conditions in the U.S.," he said.
Early in September Robert McKay, director of student
employment said all student pay rates will be frozen for three
months In accordance with Nixon's wage and price freeze ruling.
The entire University felt the pinch from the freeze these past
few months. Sacrifices in salaries, departmental budgets,
supplies, equipment and projects were necessary to comply with
the wage-price freeze ruling.
Apparently the athletic department doesn't take the threemonth ruling seriously because Athletic Director Dick Young
does not consider the alleged violation of the freeze a serious
matter.
Young claims the alleged violation "is not a big issue." He is
relying on the government to sympathize with the athletic
department because it is operating at a loss. Apparently an
investigation by the Internal Revenue Service is just the way the
old ball bounces in the life of an athletic director.
It seems that other administrators and academic departments
have taken the freeze ruling seriously. Maybe they know
something Dick Young doesn't know.

another view
Even though the Student Health Center is adhering to its
archaic policy of refusing to distribute birth control pills to
students, it's good to know there is a place one can go to obtain
such services.
The Wood County Family Planning Center provides
contraceptives, birth control information and family planning
assistance to any woman.
Still operating under a 1969 announcement, the Health Center
claims there is nol relationship between contraceptive devices
and illness or the prevention of illness.
Obviously the state of Ohio thinks differently on the matter
because the Wood County Family Planning Center is federally
funded through the Ohio State Board of Health.
It is a pity the University Health Center does not conform to the
necessity of these services. Nevertheless, it is still good to know
there is a local center in town that realizes its obligation to the
members of this community.

You'd think I was trying to leave the
country to dodge the draft or smuggle
narcotics into Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
or hyjack a plane or cross against the
light All 1 was doing was trying to find a
place to live.
For reasons not worth explaining (but,
of course, I will anyway), I wanted to
move out of my apartment. My
apartment was one of those primeval
campus tenements that used to be a
Chinese noodle factory but some local
developers decided that with a few
cardboard walls here and there-mostly
here-it would be suitable for student
dwelling. So for three years, I dwelled.
SO I PUT AN ad. which I could illafford, in the Sunday paper. "Young
writer seeks middle-class dwelling..."
At 6:30 Sunday morning the phone
rang.
"Wow young?"
"Huh?"
"How young? Are you, that is."
"Oh. I'm 22"
"You're too young to live here," the
voice croaked. "And furthermore, don't
bother me anymore at 6:30 in the
morning, you dirty hippie." Click.
I went back to sleep in my hallway
And an hour later...
"Come right over,
for you. Luxurious,
believe. It's just what
World Charm. A lovely bedroom, a
kitchen in which you could eat off the
floor. Beautiful green shiny floors and
modern doors. And a dishwasher. We're
going to evict the fellow who lives there
now. You sound like a nice boy" (I hadn't
said a word except Hullo) "so come right
over."
"WHERE IS THIS place?" I asked. He
proceeded to give me my own address.
And so it was back to bed. But not for
long. For the next forty minutes, the
phone didn't stop ringing. So I put on my
jockeys, a Sunday suit and a lie-dyed tie
and started out.
The middle-aged lady and her husband
in the pink painted house asked me to lit
down "Can we make you a drink or roll
you a joint or anything?'' she asked.
"We're interested in getting someone I
young-someone Kip, Kep and With It,'
to live here," she said. "We understand
the Youth Movement and hope to have
some Meaningful Dialogue," she
continued. "We're very Now, Relevant
and Flowing People. Ernie, my husband,
bought a pair of bell bottoms yesterday.
Didn't you. F.rnie?" Ernie nodded and

ran into his room to try them on. "Soyou
tee, Man, we think we know Where It's
At and we think that Where It's At is
here." I nodded wondering where what
was at.
"May we Rap for awhile-''' she asked,
smoothing out the wrinkles in her aging
mini.
"Will you be having loud and noisy
hallucinogenic drug parties?
"NO."
"Oh. But are you an acid rock freak
and play it loud all day and all night?"
"No. I'm an opera buff, actually."
"Well. Will you be holding peace
rallies and protest marches in and
around the area of the house-you know,

Up The System and all that..."
"I don't think so."
"ERNIEEEE!" she shouted. "Don't
bother putting on your bells for this
square. We don't want him here."
And of course there were others. The
old red-haired lady who said I could
move into her boarding house if I stayed
away from her bedroom, the older whitehaired lady who said I could move into
her boarding house if I shared her
bedroom.
And then I found it. Large brick, a real
bedroom, wood floors, two blocks from
the college Animal Husbandry buildingand cheap ^

"Say, aren't you Rick Mltz, youthful
columnist?" the chipper landlord
chirped.
"Yes." I blushed.
"I've read all your columns. Every
one." He paused. "We don't want you
here."
Well, I've finally moved. It's-qulte a bit
more expensive than my old apartment.
And it's auite far from caroDus. But it
does have its charms. It's one of those
primeval apartments that used to be an
Italian Lasagne factory. It has those pink
plastic folding doors and lots of green
warped linoleum. And a bedroom in the
hallway. And I hang my clothes over the
stove. No dishwasher. But it's home.
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In the nine years that I have been a
small part of this campus scene as an
employe and have avidly read The BG
News.there have been a few times when I
felt I should write a letter to the Editor
and state my views either in support of
or in opposition to any given issue, but
with the passing of time, my thoughts
would become suppressed and eventually
the whole idea would fade away into
. 'iliMim Never have I had a stronger
urge to write such a letter than I

experience now since I read the
November 11 edition of the paper and I
refer to the article, "Questions We
Should Ask" written by Staff Reporter,
Terry Coch ran.
Immediately upon reading it, I became
very indignant at the negative references
made in regards to various departments
and their personnel who render myriads
of services essential to this campus
community. The entire article is most
Insulting and degrading, to say the least,
in my opinion.
WHEN I TALKED, in person, to the
Editor, concerning the real intent of the
author, she attempted to assure me that
it was meant to call into sharp attention
the true valuable merits and respect for
the departments and their people as they
render the services they do constantly
throughout the campus.

She felt and asked me to read the
article again in the light of praise and
appreciation and she was sure I'd feel
much better about the whole thing. Well,
I did read it again and again and again
and I yet fail to see the above mentioned
attributes there in any sense of the word.
It is very difficult for me to read-in
words of praise or respect when the
author wonders if "equally
proportioned" committees could be set
up to study the possibilities of a "mad
cook" poisioning the food and killing a
thousand plus of our students.
Where is the inference of valuable
merit, respect, or appreciation, when he
speaks of possible "screening
committees" in preventing the hiring of
such personnel as "midnight characters
out of Spanish novels" or in the way be
refers to
wild and perhaps unresponsible or careless maintenance
men?

student teaching
For five years now student teachers
from Bowling Green State University
have been coming to the Reading
Community Schools for their intern
experience. This arrangement will end
with the fall quarter because of the lack
of campus supervision due to budget

'MAY Wl ALL CONTINUI SMILING ONCI THIY STA1T TALKING

I am writing to express to the
University community, students and
faculty our deep appreciation for the
contributions which Bowling Green State
University student teachers have made
to oar school and community. Over the

years a number of these young people
have distinguished themselves and their
university through their activities in and
out of the classroom.
Scarcely a week passes during which
we fail to near favorable words spoken
about Bowling Green students. Our
teachers, students and community
people will miss them deeply.
Ronald A. HUvtrs
Director of Instruction
The Reading Community Schools

As I reached the last column in the
article and I once again read the words,
"you begin to see that the possibilities of
strange and potentially subversive
activities are nearly unlimited" on
campus, I quickly recalled that 1 had
been admonished to read the entire
article in the light of appreciation and
praise for all departments and personnel
therein for their services.
Striving to keep my letter as brief as
possible and yet to express my honest
evaluation of the original letter, I would
sincerely hope that Mr. Cochran will
soon come forth with another article
wherein he will fully explain what he was
really saying when he wrote this one!
Many people, personnel of several
departments on this campus including
the "suspected" Mr. Cobb and his
"ladies in pastels" are, without doubt,
anxiously awaiting your response as you
give your clear-cut explanation of the
entire theme of the article In question; of
this I am quite sure.
Bern ice Baldwin
224 Ruttonwood Avenue

so they say
"Athletic Director Dick Young on the
athletic department's alleged violation
of i President Nlxon'iwage-orieefreeze:
"U'saotarJejhee*."
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City signs 2 police aid pacts

We
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Fire Dept. study under way
Mayor F. Got Skibbie told
Bowiaig Green City COODCU
Monday night he will
complete a detailed study of
the city Fire Department
before he leaves office in
January.
Tbe mayor said he has
already concluded tbe site of
(be department should be
increased by at least two and
perhaps five men, depending
on tbe development of the
east-side fire station.
Tbe number of additional
men the mayor will
recommend in his final report
will also be based on whether
or not the city creates a "fire
prevention inspector" post.
"Whenever possible we
want to assign a member of a
shift to fire prevention
activity for a part of the day if
tbe expansion is made," the
mayor said.

presently is composed of three
platoons, one with sli
members and two with five
members. Each platoon
works a 24-hour on duty, tt
hour off-duty shift.
Tbe mayor also said little
progress has been made in
recent
weeks
with
surrounding cities in
establishing mutual police aid
pacts.
Signed contracts for mutual
police aid have been made
with Perrysburg and
Bellevue.
However, be said he had
contacted
20
area
communities with respect to
the police aid pacts and only
six have expressed positive
reactions; two have expressed
negative reactions and the
rest have not replied.
Communities expressing a
positive reaction but who have
failed to return signed
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT contracts are Fostoria.

Maumee,
Oregon.

Watervllle

and

SEVERAL STUDENTS
present at tbe meeting voiced
complaints about telephone
service in the city and
differential deposit rates
charged to telephone
subscribers.
Students said rates differed
depending upon the number of

long distance telephone calls
made, the n amber cf people in
an apartment and the age or
occupation of persons wanting
phone service.
On November 1, tbe mayor
told council that Tbe Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio
(PUCOI would send a team of
Investigators to Inspect the
Bowling Green office of
Northern Ohio Telephone and

YOUNGSTOWN
<AP>The first legal
challenge to Gov. John J.
Gilllgan's legislative
reapportionment plan for the
next decade was filed in U.S.
District Court yesterday.
It came from a Democrat,
Samuel J. Jordan, a suburban
Austintown Township tavern
owner.

Jordan's suit, filed by Atty.
Albert Ortenxie, contends the
reapportionment
plan
contains discrepancies in'
population and violates the
U.S. Supreme Court's "oneman, one vote" edict.
The apportionment board,
controlled 3-2 by Democrats,
was named defendant along
with the Mahoning County

.... .

Friday Dec. M

Moaday Dec. IS

Tuesday Dec. 14

Wednesday Dec. 15

7:45a.m. to
9:45 a.m.

8M

9M

MM

11M

10:15 a.m. to
12:15 p.m.

8T

9T

10T

11T

1:00p.m. to
3:00 p.m.

3M

12M

1M

2M

3:30p.m. to
5:S0o.m

4M

12T

IT

2T

7:00p.m. to
9:00p.m.

6M

Monday evening
classes
Q AC 160

A class that meets for the
first time in a week at 8 a.m.
Monday is scheduled for
examination at 7:45 a.m.
Friday, December 10. A class
that meets for tbe first time in
a week at S a.m. Tuesday is

scheduled for examination al
10:15 a.m. Friday, December
10.
Classes meeting four days a
week at 6 p.m. are scheduled
for examinations at 3:30 p.m
Friday. December 10.

"I asked them to bold public
bearings while they were
here, but they said it was not
necessary," Mayor Skibbie
said
He referred the students to
PUCO if they wished to
register formal complaints.

^fer.

;T^**

Tuesday evening classes
French 101.102.201
Spanish 101,102,201

Instructors of classes whose
first meeting in a week is
later than Tuesday, or at 3 or 4
p.m. Tuesday,.may arrange
with the students for a
conflict-free time (or
examination to occur during

Wednesday evening classes
Educ. 352

.

Board of Elections.
The apportionment board
rammed the Gilligan plan
through on Sept 30. Gilligan
was board chairman.
Republicans had been
expected to quickly challenge
the plan in court but so far
have failed to do so.
Speculation around the
Statehouse in Columbus was
that the GOP planned to wait
until near the Feb 2. 1972
filing deadline to bring the
action.
A court could extend the
deadline, draw its own plan.
or order the present
boundaries left intact until the
issue is settled.
All 99 Ohio House seats and
17 Senate seats will be up (or
election next year The
apportionment board is
charged with redrawing
legislative boundaries every
10 years, based on the last
census
Jordan's suit seeks
injunctive relief to block next
year's elections and asks a
three-judge court to be
convened to order a new and
acceptable apportionment
plan.
Another Republican
approach discussed was the
possibility of not filing any
suit and let Secretary of State
Ted W. Brown refuse
candidate petitions on the
basis of errors in the Gilligan
plan.

SAVE the NEWS
behind Moseley Hall
Dec. 11
noon-4:30 p.m.

•VMMtM.1

ground

No, these ore net dese-up* of moon craters. These holes
outside the Men's Budding have been prepared for tree
plantings.

Court to hear spying appeal
WASHINGTON (API- The
Supreme Court gave the
government a chance
yesterday to head off a fulldress hearing into Army
surveillance of civilians.
The court agreed to
consider an appeal by the
Justice Department aimed al
suits by civilians who object
to surveillance but cannol
prove that they were hurt by
it
The justices will consider
the appeal later in the term.
This delays, and may
ultimately prevent, a spying
hearing ordered last April by
the U.S. Circuit Court for the
District of Columbia.
At issue is a suit filed last
year by the American Civil
Liberties Union in behalf of
the Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors and
individuals who felt they had
heen spied upon

The suit was dismissed by gives federal courts authority
U.S. Dist. Court Judge George to hold such hearings.
The suit, the department
L. Hart Jr.. but he was
reversed by the Circuit Court, argued, offers no evidence
which ordered him to find out that surveillance has caused
whether Army surveillance anyinjuryto those who filed it
was "unrelated" to the In effect, the department said,
Army's mission "as defined the suit seeks an "advisory"
opinion on "indefinite and
by the Constitution."
abstract assertions.''
The Justice Department's
The Supreme Court could
appeal, filed In August, kill the suit if it decides tc
doubted that the Constitution overrule the Circuit Court.

Phi Psi Actives
GET HIGH
FOR THE UNE UP
CAESER
CROW

SPARKY &
RICK

the days reserved for final
examinations.
Classes meeting oi
Thursday evenings only maj
be examined from 7-9 p.m
Thursday, December 9.

UA0 RUBBER BRIDGE
TOURNAMENT

>

SUN., NOV. 21 — 1:30
Alumni Room in Union

'

2 Sections
Beginners

*-~

c*fc
v.

Advanced

< ^£

50c per person for prizes & cokes

haVea

Feast your eyes

on

• BafL-^J

'Holey'

t

only YOU can

~^

Reapportionment legal?

EXAM SCHEDULE
Time at Examine It—

• J'~.

that a report of the inspection
would be sent to tbe mayoi
when it was completed.

^Lisanello s
Ym c—H*t n* In awn.

GOOD FRESH MEAT - popperoni,
•outage, beef, ham.
GARDEN FAVORITES - onion.,
green peppers, muihroorm.
SFKY EXTRAS - anchovies,
olivet.

GOOD TASTING - GOOD FOR YOU
S-1 DAILY

FREE SMILE BUTTON

5-2 FRI /SAT

Bring a smile to
> W Guy "U Ruts of" Lfri,*,.
arw> Receive

MCE F...
Ote Paid, of EcAn'mqs
OR.

One
Btrte

Rjhiq

ChoWEK

R;Rse»
FOSTERS

mooiwJis
qoq E.U)oes*r
iW+ +0T.0A)
PONCHOS
CHNDL.ES
PATCHES
BRACELETS SUNGLASSES

£0% Uf^l^uJ^'TStcCJU
"LOWESTPRICES IN TOWN"

RING DAY
PLACE

Forum University Bookstore
DATE-NOV. 18
TIME-10-3

LET'S SAVE IT. PEACE BY PEACE.
r

«* Hee.ee.ia*

DEPOSIT $7.00
John Roberta makes one-of-a-kind rings
for one-of-a-kind people.

n» 1....IIIm.«...„...mm* —***——■*—**•*■* mmmmmamimMm**

lilt |*^/L/I IAPLL

For a free irx 24* poster of this odveroiemeM. write: The Equitable, Dept P. O.P.O. Box 1170, New York, N.Y. 10001
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Civil rights
efforts lag,
report says

'Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure
«i MEAT SCOT STOKS
WU IE CLOSED
THMSSrYKUY
H OHIO THAT MM
EMPLOYES MAY QUOY
THE DAY WITH THEM

r 17, If 71

FRIfNDIY FOOD STORES

FAMES

WASHINGTON (API- Die
Nixon administration has
failed to take a firm and
continuing interest in the
enforcement of civil rights
laws, (he Civil Rights
Commission said in a report
released yesterday.
In addition, the commission
said, only a few federal
agencies have made any real
effort to upgrade the hiring or
promotion of blacks, Indians,
orientals or Spanish-speaking
Americans.
A bulky 217-page report
entitled, The Federal Civil
Rights Enforcement Effort:
One Year Later," concluded
"Unless the bureaucracy is
given to understand that civil
rights is a matter of personal
concern to the President, It is
unlikely to alter the status
quo."
THE COMMISSION cited
remarks on various civil
rights issues by President
Nixon over the past several
months as doing little to
provide
optimism for
minorities
The President has opposed
enforced busing to achieve
integration and has said he is
against an active federal role
in the courts to integrate the
suburbs.
"The net effect of the
President's statements has
not been to provide a clear
policy direction necessary to
encourage the federal
bureaucracy to step up its
efforts to enforce civil rights
laws," the report said

L.A. mayor
seeks office
MANCHESTER.
N.H.
i A I'i Los Angeles Mayor
Sam Yorty said yesterday he
will seek the Democratic
party's nomination for
president and begin his
campaign
In
New
Hampshire's
earliest in-the
nation primary.
In a statement released by
his headquarters
in
Manchester, Yorty said his
campaign "is already well
under
way
in
New
Hampshire "
The California primary, he
added, "will climax our
campaign" and "we will be
selective" about races in
other primary states.
Yorty becomes the second
Democrat formally seeking
the party's nomination in the
New Hampshire race
SEN. GEORGE McGovern
of South Dakota made his
announcement several months
ago. Sen Edmund Muskie of
Maine is expected to announce
his candidacy around the first
of the year.
Political observers also say
Washington Sen.
Henry
Jackson may jump into the
sweepstakes

BSU sets
seminar
on teaching
A seminar on teaching in the
black community will be held
by the University Black
Student
Union (BSU)
tomorrow in US Education
Bldg ateSOp.m.
Black teachers and students
from Toledo will speak, and a
question and answer period
will follow. The program has
been set up for all education
majors planning to teach in
the inner-city schools.
Everyone is invited to attend.

Dec. gtads
caps, gowns
Paul D. Shepherd, manager
of the University Bookstore,
has urged that all candidates
for December graduation
place their orders for cap and
gown immediately if they
have not already done so
Orders an being taken in
the Bookstore in the Student
Services Bldg No cash is
needed -at the time the
nti are taken

i i
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THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREA T SCOT

We have Kitchen Tested all brands of Turkeys and
we recommend-dollar for dollar-the best Value is...

The M NMM, Wadimdoy, NmnWf 17, 1 971 /Page S

LAND 0'LAKES
••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WASHINGTON. (API - The
White House Is considering a
proposed revision in the Social
Security accounting system'
which could bring an electionyear bonanza to taxpayers as
well as pensioners
This was disclosed
yesterday
by
Elliot
Richardson, secretary of
Health. Education and
Welfare, who told newsmen at
the White House: *We think
the recommendation is sound
and does make sense
Basically the proposal
would place the Social
Security system on a pay-asyou-go basis and require the
trust I wul to carry only a oneyear reserve

•••••••••••••a

TURKEYS

FRESH WHOLE

ROASTING
CHICKEN

OUR LAMD-O-LAKfS TURKEYS REPRESENT
THE KST VALUE FOR YOUR HOUDJY
KM. FOR 1971. THESE TURKEYS ME
PUMP. BROAD BREASTED AW
BEAUTflUY CLEANED. THE TASTE
IS SECOND TO HONE-SERVE
LAND-O-LAKES TURKEY TO YOUR
FAMIY-YOU Wli NOT BE
DISAPPOINTED!

BY SWITCHING to this
less-conservative
actuarial
accounting system, officials
said sharp hikes in payroll tax
rates could be postponed for
decades, and money could
become available to increase
monthly payments to the
estimated 28 million Social
Security beneficiaries.
The change, which would
require
congressional
approval, was recommended
last spring by a 15member
advisory council which studies
the Social Security system
every four years

GRADE 'A'

UND-O-UKES

TURKEYS

48

»
[g

10-14
LB. AVG.

10 • 14
LB. AVG.

BOB EVANS WHOLE HOG PORK

Polish Sausage 68c Sausage Roll
OSCAR MAYER ALL BEEF

Bologna

Issue 71'
spotlights
black views

TURKEYS

FLECHTNER

MARHOEFFER

Three black students will
discuss black problems and
black progress tonight on
WBGU-FM
The program. "Issue '71."
will also be used to "clear up
some of the charges made by
white power advocate
Raymond Russell Veh on
WBGU two weeks ago." said
panel
member
Kedron
Legree
Veh's appearance was part
of a sequence of programs
begun last year designed to
demonstrate the nature and
origin of extremist views,
according to station manager
Terry Gottschalk Speakers
representing extremities of
the ideological spectrum are
invited to appear on the show
Legree said programs and
projects for the benefit of
black students will also be
discussed and that phone calls
will be accepted during the
program
The WBGU-FM number is 22826

HOMEMADE

78c Pork Sausage
FRYER

-^78° Canned Ham ;^$298 Split Breasts

DINNER BELL

KAHN'S THICK SLICED

58
58

FRYING

c
m
Boneless
Ham
,
88
Baeon
Xl
Chicken
Livers
FLECHTNER CURE "11"
OSCAR MAYER PURE
TIGERTOWN

68

c
c
Boneless
Ham
98
Beef
Franks...,,
88
Boiled
Ham
BONELESS BOSTON BUTT
FLECHTNER JUMBO
OSCAR MAYER
c
$ 98
Pork Roast
L. 88 Chunk Bologna 58 Canned Ham ,..^ 3
DINNER BELL ALL MEAT

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

WIENERS

CUBE STEAK

SAVE
15c LB.
LB

68

£ REG. OR
▼ TEXAS
SIZE

BONELESS CHOOSY CHOICE

BEEF for STEW

SS reform
considered

SAVE
11c LB.

FLECHTNER

BONELESS HAMS

88<

SAVE
20c LB.

79*

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

ARM ROAST

BOSTON ROLL

Terrorist
treatment
questioned

SAVE
lie LB.

LONDON I API- The British
government has ordered a
review of the way suspected
Irish terrorists are detained
and questioned after an
inquiry commission found
some evidence of physical illtreatment
in Northern
Ireland.
The commission, in a 72page report to Parliament
yesterday, cleared British
troops and security police in
Northern Ireland of charges
that they had tortured and
brainwashed
captured
gunmen form the outlawed
Irish Republican Army.
But it upheld charges from
released prisoners that during
interrogations they were
forced to stand spread-eagled
against walls for four to six
hours at a time, that their
heads had been covered with
black hoods, that they had
been subjected to loud hissing
noises, denied sleep and put on
bread-and-water diets.

'KOOL KRISP PRODUCE
Check our Produce Dept.
today for a complete
selection of Figs, Dates,
Glazed Fruit & Nuts-now
on display!

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
FRESH

OCEAN SPRAY

Grad Senate
meets today

PRICES GOOD
THRU SUNDAY
NOV. 21, 1971
WE RESERVE
QUANTITY
RIGHTS

"WhereJThrifty Shopping is a Pleasure'

GreatScot
FRKNDLY FOOD STORES

HAVE A HAPPY THANKSGIVING

The Graduate Student
Senate will meet in the
Faculty Lounge, Union, today
at 2 p.m.
The agenda includes a
discussion of the necessity to
reorient the sociology and
function of the University
Library and the Health
Center.
Publication of
subsequent issues of the
Graduate Student Survival
Handbook will also be
discussed.
Meetings of the Senate are
open to all Unlveralty
graduate students.

*m»*/n»tOH**%W>*nn*w,,H*~mk» 17, 1»71

8/rfh control aid available

UV

City clinic open to students
The clinic, which opened in

BjrChri* Flowers

July,

SUM Reporter

is

federally

students 18 and over

control
family

birth

information
planning

and

assistance

the

Wood

County

Family Planning Services

"We

offer

all

kinds

of

wedding if she plans to take
the pill. This insures that she

Edwards, director of nursing,

pill, and social and medical

students to have the test at the

can

said

counseling.

University Health Center.

enough

The services of the clinic

contraceptives

including

We

complete

also

give

physicals,

are twofold-birth control and

venereal

assistance in spacing the birth

infections." she said.

disease

the

service

is

STADIUM
PLAZA

abortion

designed to aid people on low-

refers

income

agencies

open

levels,
to

facilities are

and

minor

anyone

in

the

community, including college

offered

counseling,
patients

but

to

for

those

the

"We

pregnancy

can't

turn

students

away and if they want to have

unable

to

taking

for

it

it

to

soon

become

effective.
The

staff,

a gynecologist

two

we

practical nurse and a health

don't

believe

we should

nurses,

duplicate services offered by

aid,

the University," she said.

appointment

are

a

licensed

available
on

by

Wednesday

evenings.

are

operation

begin

the test done here-fine, but

other

Vasectomies

afford

Although

treat

THE CLINIC does not offer

Although

Ms.

Edwards

woman
should

said

planning
contact

any

marriage
personal

her

MS. EDWARDS said there
is a two-week waiting list, but
the clinic will take emergency

Firelands sets registration
The

Firelands

campus

of

Although appointments are
preferred. Ms. Edwards said

the University has announced

yesterday. Advisers from the

main campus will be on hand

staff members are avJilabli

registration

University's

to

for

for

the

will

be

registration

given to those on the list.

p.m. Again, advisers from the

plans

Open

cases. Foam and condoms are

began

winter quarter, 1972

GRAY

physician or Family Planning
at least two months before ber

tests

Catherine

said.

OVERWEIGHT

would

are given, Ms. Edwards urged

Health,

of children In a family, she

■OaYimi can Ktlp you btcomt tht trim};
■ tHm person you wsnt to be Odffnti u;
It Mir labltl ind imtr IwsllowM' Con ;
IMll ao dingeroui diuii No starving ;
INo special tiatcrM. Gel rid of tierss ."lit Mid Nvt lonftr OdNfifi hM M»n!
; used lucctiilully by thoussnds ill over.
;ths country for over 1? years Odrinrr;
; cosll S3 25 ind Iht liif I economy 111*',
• JS ZS Vw mull lote ugly III or (our;
I nwMy wHI bs refunded by your dru|f III,;
'No Question* ailed Accept no subi*
'almiM. Sold -ilh inn luirinm by •

cost

the

of

are available to any woman
through

The

normally run from 175-1100.

through the Ohio State Board
Contraceptives,

otherwise.

funded

*+4

available

Classes will begin Monday,

students

January 3, with 102 freshman

students

and sophomore courses and 16

selections

junior,
courses

senior

and

three

and

colleges
to

assist

prospective

with

course

appearing

on

the

OPENS TONIGHT!
B.G.SU. Theatre presents
Thornton Wilder's

THE MATCHMAKER

REGISTRATIONS WILL be

with

Director

of

Services, Robert B
requested

Firelands

at

430 p.m.. or by calling 353-

earliest

to

assure

admission approval.

a.m. and 2-3:30 p.m. Although

Applications

from

freshmen and transfers must

present

be submitted by December 1.

at

those

times,

is available from

the

Student

Services

for

students who

may

Unclassified

and

transient

Office

students may enroll past that

have

deadline, though eligibility for

questions about any phase of

these types of enrollment is

college enrollment.

more restricted. Prospective

A special advising program
been

scheduled

for

Tuesday, November 30, at 5

students

should

contact

Firelands

Student

Services

Office for complete details.

DOMINOS
352-5221

DINNER THEATRE tickets also available
for Sat.Nov. 20
En|oy a steak dinnei and a reserved seat at
The .Matchmaker

For reservations call
372-2719 or visit box office

The

student

bulletin

board

in

University

Halt

draws the

attention of coed. The board gets heavy use from students

home?

seeking

rides,

needing

roommates

and

offering

various

article* for sale.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

new

academic advisers will not be
assistance

Going

regular

Classen,

their

December

9-10:30

during

Board of Health hours, 8 am-

all

IMP-«.<

am

Student
that

convenience

from

counseling

students contact

processed weekdays through
31

special

information

prospective

has

A fabulous fun-filled farce
November 17-20, Weds.-Sat.,
8:00 p.m., Main Auditorium

those

questions.

has

graduate

schedule

assist

ACROSS
1 Steel rope.
6 Repuuilon.
10 A sprinkling, for
flavor.
U Metal combine,
15 Certain lily
plant.
16 Desirable yodel
effect.
17 Staggering the
imagination.
19
Cbapman,
fashion designer.
20 Price of the
party.
21 Condescend.
22 Carried.
23 Blood relatives.
25 In vapid style.
27 For one.
2° Sensible.
30 Where Jamaica
is: Abbr.
33 Sad song.
3S Not the real
thing.
37 Gets one's bearings.
3° Insertber of
music.
40 Gigantic.

46 Actress Brown.
48 Chinese: Comb.
form.
51 This goes with
lea.
S4 Macbeth,
of
Cawdor.
56 Negative prefix.

57 Verve.
58 Shields.
60
61
62
63

Alone.
Give a job.
Stir up.
Enjoyed the
water.
64 Topped of, as
a cake.
65 Unexpected defeat.

42 Seep out.
43 England: Abbr.
44 Sloping roadway.
45 Demure.

DOWN
1 Flings.
2 Range of Central Ada.
3 Weeping noisily.
4 Clip of.
5 Scanned.
6 Lowest point.
7 Something contrary to logic.
8 Alps, for
instance.
9 Engineering degrees.
10 Wooden duck.
11 Maple genus.

12 Part of the leg.
II Golf target.
18 Netherlands:

Abbr.
22 Lost aheep.
24 Wise men.
2* Within: Comb.
form.
28 Telephone exrhsngc.
30 Describing soft
roal.

31 Walnut.
32 Concerning!
2 words.
33 Head: Slang.
34 Electrical
appliance
35 Measuring the
same.
36 (.she.
38 Acroaa: Prefii.
41 Away from the

beach.
45
46
47
49

Window part.
Malice.
Too fall.
Group of European languagee.
50 Attack.

51 Mrs. Truman.
52 Not aloft.
53 Festive.
SS light taa.
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I'AMPl'S CALENDAR
Wednesday Nov 17.11171
Project Concern 7pm 105 Soulh fall Tryouls lor the
niu.it.(!
\ Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum Open In all interested persons
ChrUtlM science organisation i4pm Harrison Room,
UakM
Christian Sckece Religious Counselor. Mr
Hawkins will be on campus All arc wclcomelocomeand
l.ilk with linn
Women Center. 3IIBSt Serv tlldg 4< Open house for
women lo got lo know each other all women welcome
THIS WEEK: November 17 - November 23

Swan Club. 7 30pm Nalalonum

Warned attractive eldcienl
waitress to work 5 30am to
2 00pm or 11 00am lo 8 00pm
Experience
preferred,
transportation
necessary
Apply
in
person
Neely's
Restaurant.
River Road.
Waterville 178 3041
Equal
Opportunity
Employment
Full
lime
secretary
Short
hand
preferred
Fiscal manager
must
have
bookkeeping
knowledge of
budgetary
matter At controls For info &
application call
WSOSFremont 332-2649

Ski Club ii 30pm 115 Ed Hldg
Box office opens 7:15

—TOM LAUGHLIN • DELORK TAYLOR

Evenings at 8:00

Saturday, Sunday at 4:30, 8:10

SERVICES OFFERED
ConuuuliT Center is sponsoring Gary Silver, reading his
own fiction 8pm Commuler Cemer lounge area

TICHWCOIOR". MBSHUi IQPI--^"'*!
NtXT ATTRACTION — STARTS WED
Walt Diiaay'i - "Ijviaa

DIMM"

NOV. 24

& "Vnii>ii| Piama"

Milnii - 2 P.M. TbjNtday - Ibankse rvwu Day!
NOW. EVf. 7, 9:30 - SAT. ft SUN. 7, 4:40. 7, 9:30

EVERY THURSDAY IS
BGSU STUDENT NITE

$ 1.00
IP„.„ si..* ID,

Dean s Advisory Council 1st floor Hayes Hall. 121 Pave
any gripes come lo Dean's Advisory Council Gripe Table

DOCTOR
/HiVU.O

Angel Flight Roller Skaling Parly for all Fresh. Soph
girls meet in your dorm's main I lounge 7 45 lor ride 24
cents for skates Pine s Roller Rink. Main St

Nov 19 or alter will pay Dave
372-1981
Whoever look my army coat
at the Oflhr dance, please
return my glasses at least
352-0819
RIDES
Ride needed lo Erie or Buffalo
Nov 19 call 2-4372

a'au'Q'Q'a

THSATRl

Watch

IM

The jury at • |M fro* • ease* twin n Ohio who gaol It
CkKMO II etee lean one ferMael

Nf XI ATTRACTION - STARTS WK>„ NOV. 14

JRRMS

Saraw m "SKIN GAME ■ G P
- 2 Ml IMn - Taoaksaivi*, Dry I

See T.R Baakn" Nov. 24 - Nov. 31
Dec 1-7 "Geiecj HOMO"
CMMMJ Stew "See He Erf". "Kefck"

Experienced typist Theses,
term papers Call 354-7571

Spanish Club. 20Shat*rl Hall, 7pm
The Matchmaker a fabulous fun filled farce, nov 17-20.
spin Main Arid Dinner lickeis ais.i available lor Sat Nov
20 Inquire al box office The Rampant Lion. 8pm Capitol
Room 1 m..n Mr Roy Morgan, chief of Clan MacGrcgor
in Toledo will show slides and discuss his visits lo
Scotland Everyone is invited Call 352-0574 lor info

i WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS!
DAVID LEANS

Will baby sit in my home
Pave references ph 354-5855

Ride needed to and from
Western
New
York.
Thanksgiving call Marty 2-

3*79 or 2-3691

NEEDED ride to
BostonThanksgiving will share
expenses Limey 353-1074
Rate needed lo NYC. area
Nov II or after will pay Dave
S72-194I
Ride needed to Rochester N Y
for Thanksgiving Will pay'
Call Sue 2-3994
Ride needed to Rochester
NY from 11-19 on Steve 240M

Ride
needed-East
CoastThanksgiving share expenses
Patty 372-3671

Ride needed to Canton Fri
Jann 353 2*4

Ride needed to Indianapolis
for Thanksgiving Call Gloria

Ride needed to Canton area
Fri share ex call 2-612*

352 5890
Ride needed to Boston area
Thaaksgiving Margie 352-8272

Rater needed for Rock.-Syr.
area Nov 20 call Tim SM-7744
HELP WANTED

NEEDED ride to NYC area

Will do tvplng and ironing
Call 352-7748
FUTURE CPA S - Leam how
lo prepare lor the CPA Exam
Becker CPA Review Course
Call rolled 21669S-0969

PERSONALS
DON'T FORGET' EVERY
WED NITE 3 for I at the C I
Men. want plenty of food next
quarter* Eat at the Alpha
Epsikm Pi house Call 2-HI0
or 2-5334
SPECIAL' 8 lb dry cleanin.it
12 50 STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
12 doors
Irom Lams >
FRIENDS
remember
the
flower stand on the comer*
Well, it is temporarily moved
into Adam's Needle Come in
a make someone happy with
flowers 352-9143 We deliver
PAGUAI'S NEW HOURS 3
until 2 Sun thru Thurs 5 until 3
Fri tr Sat. Pagliai's 1004 S
Main 352-7571
LOOK!' LARGE 12 lb wash 25
cents at STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT (1 doors

IromLumsl
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
rare assd delicate! Wild flower
and weed note paper with
envetopee Hand made by an
artist
$275
the packet

PHILIP
MORTON
CONTEMPORARY
JEWELRY 112 W Wooster
353 9932 open 9 5
KD's. Alpha Phis. ADPi s be
listening for U»e Fabulous
four Phi Psi Pledges
Sigma Nus- thanks for a "Teanlflc time • Goo Phoo Boos
TKK's thanks for the great
Sunday afternoon The ADPi's
Store your bike for the winter
Seepages
Congratulations Brothers ol
Beta Theta Pi on the shortest
chapter meeting in history
lOnly l'i hours long) Pledges
- Where are our trophies''
Also, rarities do happen, the
Brown Pelmet Award lor this
week does not exist Oh yea.
good tackle Donny
Schaefer
•
Great
game
Saturday' Little Sisters

FOR SALE OR RENT
SKI PANTS, navy blue sue 10.
worn once, call Pealher. 2-

2 VW snow tires -120 352-0015
21" color TV for sale |7S
contact Mark Solow 352-7909

good, perfect runabout asking
»S0 or best offer Must sell
352-7756
Needed
one
female
roommate
lo
share
apt
Winter and Spring Quarter
l'i block from campus $50 a
mo Carol 352-0538
Need F rmle wntr qtr call
Ellen 352-0177
Two man room for rent 1150
per quarter 220 Pike Ave
Cozy apt perfect for hus-wife
or any two win! 4 spr
JI35 mo 352 5379 Terry
Perfect apt for 1 girl lo share
with three others Purry or
you'll miss II 352-9106
1
M needed
to sublet
Greenview Apt 352-0015
F. r mate needed. S&5 mo
NOV DEC FREE Call Diane
352 5054
GREENVIEW 1 I 2 brm furn
& unlum Call between 2-6pm
Mon-Sal 352-1195
Need I (m. rmte to sublet
WAS new 1 man apt Close lo
campus.
$58 month, call
Cindy 372 2819 Bi; News i or
352-5451 after 7pm

Hungry*
Meal
tickets
reduced rates • call 372-3129

1 or 2 female roommates
needed for Winter and Spring
Quater Call Linda after 4 al
352-7X3

DONT FORGET! EVERY
WED NITE 3 for 1 at the C.I

Fm rmte NO deposit tH 3532721 ti blk frm campus

Pioneer receiver - f—ann
speakers - must sell 2 mon old
make offer ph 353-0093

Eff apt. to sublease beginning
2nd qtr Thurston Manor 353
Ml after 10pm

Meal coupon book for tale at
discount 2-3829

I fern, rtrunte. needed for
WtS on 2nd St Call 352-OK9

Garage Sale:
food
used
winter clothing S3* Ridge St
4 30-8 so twit to Dairy Bar
Wed.T1nire.Frl

Girl wanted to share bouse
with tbree others Us really
close lo campus call 353-71*3

Meal coupon lor sale $30 call
3-3127
It** Toyota ex. cond call 3722271 ex It
For Sale
T* Osevy greet
condition $10* call Barbara
JSl-TOsl
,
'*» Corvair. ram treat, body

Female rm needed wntr qtr
Ridge Manor Apis 352-73*1
NEED I M for apt W-S qtrs
No down payment 351-0)74
I man eff apt. available :
qtr !64-3473 after 3pm

DONT FORGET! EVERY
WED OTTE Star let the C.l.

The 10 Hews. Widima'ey.Nwiwtjei 17,1f71/*^»7

The Matchmaker

Clothes aid actors
By Gale Bogle
Eetertakuneat Editor

kern MoBey (Prody Meier), Horace Vondergelder (I.J. Steel.) and Dolly Uvi
(Mary Cofolyn Rune) moat in Mn. Molloy'i hot «hop In New York City in this
Kene from "The Matchmaker" which opens tonight in the Main Auditorium at
I p.m.

stage

Elephant investigation
shows sizeable dilemma
When I asked. I was told the
circus people had assured the
University that they could
bring the elephants in through
the back doors of Anderson
Arena.
Even though I'm sure the
circus people know what
they're
doing,
It's
unbelievable to me that they
could fit an elephant through a
normal-sized double doorway.
I mean, an elephant is a big
animal.
I was wondering out loud to
myself how the feat was going
to be accomplished when
some BG News staff member!
interrupted my one-sidec
conversation to make a few
suggestions.

By Petty Bailey
Stall Reporter

I want to ride an elephant.
I've always wanted to ride
an elephant
And with the Hanneford
Circus coming this Saturday I
figure this is my big chance.
I mean, if they're bringing a
whole herd of elephants with
them they must have one
rather little one that I could
lake a spin on once around the
parking lot.
Then I happened to mention
my plan to the BG News
office.
"You want to do what?"
After I answered the
question, our managing editor
shrugged it off with one of his
"Maybe they'll just tell
"here she goes again" looks
and told me to go do a circus them to skootch." our copy
story and leave him alone. As editor suggested.
"Skootch? You can't tell an
I walked away I heard him
mumbling, "Last week she elephant to skootch!"
"A circus elephant you can
wanted to interview Freddy
tell to skootch," she stated
Falcon."
firmly.
Someone else had a
IN THE COURSE of
researching my circus story I different solution.
"Maybe they'll tie roller
came across the rather
interesting fact that the circus skates to their knees and just
will perform in Memorial roll them in."
"Maybe the crowd will have
Hall.
How do you fit a herd of to go outside to see the
elephants into Memorial Hall? elephant act."

Campus flicks
set for weekend
The UAO campus movie this
weekend will be "The Sterile
Cuckoo" starring Liza
Minelli Tickets are »1 and are
available at the Union ticket
office or at the door. It will be
shown at 6:30 and 9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
Sunday night
"Anna
Karenina." a 1935 film
starring Greta Garbo,
Frederic March and Maureen
o'Sullivan and directed by
Clarence Brown, will be

shown in 105 Hanna Hall at 7
p.m.
At 8:45 p.m. the fUm
"Funny Face," a 1957 film
directed by Stanley Donen and
starring Audrey Hepburn,
Fred Astaire and Kay
Thompson will be shown in 105
Hanna.
Both films are sponsored by
the English department and
the Student Activities Office
and are free and open to the
public.

"Maybe they have
miniature elephants."
I TOOK MATTERS firmly
in hand and stated flat out in
the Student Activities Office
that I wanted to know exactly
how they planned to get those
animals in the building The
answer was scary.
The center post of the
double doorway into Anderson
Arena has to be removed
Then the elephant trainer just
makes his beasts get down on
their knees and crawl into the
arena.
I asked, what if the post
isn't removable? The man
answering my questions said
there was another doorway
leading into Anderson under
the bleachers.
This doorway doesn't have a
post and part of the bleachers
in front of it can be removed
He muttered something about
having the elephants crawl
under the rest of the
bleachers.
Swell, and what if Elly
decides to stand up while
making her entrance?
Remind me not to sit on that
side of the arena

in her face. Obediently she
got out a ruler and measured
my feet.
"Almost nine inches."
Since 1 never was really
good at math that did nothing
to explain whether or not the
elephants would fit into the
arena. So I paced off seven of
my feet across the floor and
had her measure that
"Five feet, seven inches.
iThat's pretty big."
"For an elephant'''
"Well, stand there and let
me see."
"What do you mean, stand
there and let you see!"
"1 meant so I could measure
how wide the space for the
elephant is. Dumbo!"
"Dumbo ">"

THERE'S ANOTHER
interesting aspect of this
elephant business. They come
in semi-truqks
And everyone knows you
can't keep a herd of elephants
in a semi-truck all day. So
where will they go? The field
behind Memorial Hall, of
course
I hope no one makes any
really loud noises on
THAT SAME night back in Saturday Could you just see
my room in the dormitory I Bowling Green wiped out by
worried over whether or not an elephant stampede?
the elephant herd could fit into
Memorial Hall. Finally I gave
up and grabbing my coat from
the closet, decided to walk
over and see for myself.
The back side of Anderson
Arena was well-lighted and I
quickly paced off the width of
the doors. It took seven of my
feet to get from side to side. I
couldn't measure the height
Tryouts for the production
accurately but it couldn't be "A Funny Thing Happened to
Me on the Way to the
over six or seven feet.
are scheduled
Instead of going back to my Forum,"
room I stopped at the room of today at 7 p.m. in 105 South
Hall and tomorrow at 7 p.m.
a friend.
"Would you measure my in 102 Music Bldg.
Performances
are
feet please? ' I asked her.
scheduled for Feb. 3-5. during
"What?"
"Measure my feet," I Charities Week to raise
ordered, sticking one of them money for Project Concern.

A corset, bustle and long
•kirt will help Mary Carolyn
Russo become Dolly Levi as
"The Matchmaker" opens
tonight.
Ms. Russo said costumes
help her get Into the character
by making her adapt
physically to the part.
All the women in the cast
started wearing corsets and
long skirts immediately so
they could learn to stand and
lit in them on stage, she said
According to Ms. Russo. her
own costume takes about half
an hour to put on and is very
heavy because of all the
petticoats she wears.
THE CHARACTER of Dolly
Levi is a "delightful part."
because she's a relaxed,
comfortable person.
Ms.
Russo said.
"She's a lot more secure
than anyone I've ever met in
my life She really believes
she knows what's best for
everybody," Ms. Russo said
According to Ms. Russo, the
script only gives an actor
selected bits of behavior and
she must start assuming how
the character would act all the
time
An actor has to think the
part through and project what
is not included in the script in
words, by means of facial
expressions and other
physical
characterizations,
she said
Although
The Matchmaker"' has been a play and a
movie in its own right and a
musical as "Kello Dolly," Ms.
Russo said she has not been
influenced by all the others
who have played the part of
Mrs Levi,-because she has
seen only the movie, "Hello
Dolly."
Ms Russo said she tries out
for every play she possibly

expressions and force* the night the ensemble has really
actors to practically yell in started to jell on stage and the
each others ears to be heard in play has to close.
the bouse, according to Mi
"Even with all the
problems, if there were tryRusso.
Ms Russo said the short out* the Monday after a
SHE ALSO SAID she
wanted to work for Dr. Lee runs of plays at the University Sunday closing. I would be
Miesle, professor of speech, always result in a tremendous back at try-outs." Mi. Russo
who she thinks is a fine let down for her. By closing »'
director who knows what he
wants to get out of an actor
and how to guide the
performers
The cast is currently in its
fifth week of rehearsing six
days a week which doesn't
leave much time to do
anything else
Ms. Russo, who is a
teaching fellow, said the play
has to become everything and
she had to prepare for
everything else in her life
before rehearsals started.
She said this was a major
problem she had encountered
in educational theater because
she is divided between
teaching and performing and
she really needs to
concentrate only on the play
when she is performing.
There is a great value in
educational theater because
thechanceslo get regular work
are limited, Ms. Russo said
Educational theater offers a
'The Matchmaker
great freedom because the
subsidization from the
University allows classics
such as Hamlet to be
performed, she said.
Ms Russo said educational
theater allows students to
take time to grow as actors
The Bowling Green Jazz present a concert with Jerome
and can serve as a stepping Lab Band under the direction Rose, pianist, as the guest
stone for the student who of David Melle,instructor. artist
wants to go professional later. School of Music, will present a
The concert will be in the
The play will be performed concert at 8:15 p.m. Main Auditorium, University
in the Main Auditorium tomorrow.
Hall and is free and open to
because it can afford to be
The concert will be held in the public.
done there, although the the Recital Hall, School of
actors are up against the Music and is free and open to
TAKE TO THE
great distance between the the public.
stage and the audience, she
Sunday at 230 p.m. the
SKIES FOR
said.
University Symphony
THANKSGIVING
MAIN AUDITORIUM Orchestra under the direction
requires much bigger facial of Emil Raab, conductor, will
- Buy your ticket

can and she was especially
hoping to become Mrs. Levi
because "it's a challenging
role."

Jazz Lab Band
to present concert
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eating?

where you get fast,
courteous service.
tStudint Stindbf. too)

Holiday Travel Canter
1*1 a MAI* - 352 Ull

S3

'Forum'
tryouts

BOWLING
GREEN
MEMORIAL HALL
ANDERSON ARENA
B.6.S.U.
SATURDAY
r%r\
NOVEMBER
^U
Shows at 2 and 8 P.M.
Sponsored By:
Charities Board

scheduled

Student Body Org.

TKen go out andehjotjflQGLlflrS
•Pine-Poods.
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945 S. MAIN ST.
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353-7675
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WHOLE HERD OF
PERFORMING ELEPHANTS

SOMETHING
Where have you

DIFFERENT
been dining?

ADULTS

$3.00

NoExtriChtff.es-1 Ticket
ADMITS TO EVERYTHING!

Tickets M Sail Now
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Spikers count on experience
ByHalAneM
In its first season of league
play last year the Bowling
Green Volleyball Club
captured the title as the most
successful starting club in the
Midwestern
Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association.
This season the MIVA has
expanded to seven schools and
BG has the depth and
experience, sorely lacking
last year, to throw against the
powerhouse teams of Ball
State and Ohio State
Missing this season will be
head coach Doug Beal. former
U.S. National team member
and a participant in the 1970
World Championships, whose
organizational skill and drive
sparked the BG club into
existence.

returning for their second
year are Bill Hopewell, Larry
Benecke. Jim Wolfe. Randy
Schmidt, Craig Keckman, Rod
Ebright, Steve Leader and
Randy Borden
According to Beal,
Hopewell. a 510 senior, will
provide stability and
leadership in a setting and
serving capacity. Schmidt, a
6'3" sophomore, experienced
difficulty last year in
switching from high school
basketball to volleyball but
should make the most of his
extremely fast moves.

BENECKE, A 6'1"
sophomore, is much stronger
this year, and is an
outstanding spiker and very
quick on the net. Benecke
could be the top sophomore in
the MIVA this year
Wolfe, a 5'10" sophomore,
BEAL WILL complete his
graduate
studies in has potential as a setter and
December, leaving a vacancy has fast wrists and armthe KPE Department hopes to swing I'eckrnan. a 6' junior
fill with a graduate assistant and Ebright. a 511"
experienced in collegiate sophomore, were slow in
developing their volleyball
volleyball
Among key players skills but have experience and

y*ttfa
SOMETHING SPECIAL
liom Pitti's Abum downtown BG

Tats. - Baked Swiss Staak
MM. - Daei-Fiarf Jaabt Shrine (w/nabawat)
Haw. - Bute* Baked Beans (w/wrieaais)
fn
Ha* or Oat* a* (Met
Sal - Pan-Fried Baay Batf livar
loniont or bacon in*!)

P0"10
'«• dl,h
"'
spaghetti
01 salad
Fresh baked
bread and
butler

Mon - Sat. Alpenhorn Buffet
11:00 A.M. — 1:30 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY 12-8

are more natural in their
game this year.
In the MIVA Beal predicted
BG shouldn't finish lower than
fourth and could finish as high
as second with a possible shot
at the top.
"BALL STATE was
definitely hurt by graduation
when they lost three out of
their four best hitters,1' said

Beal. "Last year they were
third in the nationals behind
UCLA and UC of Santa
Barbara, but this year will be
a different story.
"Indiana Tech lacks depth
this season because of
graduation, but OSU lost only
one player, giving them great'
potential this year," he
continued. "George Williams

College has 6'2" Jerry Angle
who has open (club league)
experience and could be the
best in the league.
"Earlham College and
Indiana University are both
weak this year," he said. "If
we can beat Indiana V .
Indiana Tech and Earlham,
we'll give the top teams a
rough go. I think BG will

surprise the league. As far as
individual players, Benecke
could be the first sophomore
to make all-league at the end
of the season."
There will be an
organizational meeting Nov.
29 at 202 Memorial KaU at 8
p.m. for all club members and
anyone interested in playing
for the club this year.

Good equipment service a must
By George O'Neal
In order for an athletic team
to participate, it has to be
well-equipped, not only in
practice sessions but also in
games.
Bowling Green fields
varsity teams in football,
basketball, baseball, hockey,
wrestling, soccer, cross
country, lacrosse and track, to
name a few. and all these
teams require a good deal of
equipment.
The job of equipping these
learns falls on the able
shoulders of Glenn Sharp and
his assistant. Don Woods.
"SHARPIE HAS been head
equipment manager at
Bowling Green for 16 years.
Before coming to BG. he spent
six years in the army,
participating in World War II.
then was in the active
reserves for 19 years. I!e also
sold sporting goods and did
carpentry work and cabinetmaking
"We are responsible for
getting the athletes on the
field, in games and
practices," said Sharp.
"During football season. 75
players receive all their
equipment in 20 minutes. The
equipment is then turned in
every day after practice and
washed "
When extra equipment is
needed, the specific items or

materials that are needed are
bid upon by several companies
to keep costs down
WHEN AWAY GAMES are
played, the equipment is
either hauled separately in a
truck, which is what is done
for conference football
games, or it goes directly with
the team. This was the case
for the Texas-Arlington game

in which 1,400 pounds of
equipment was taken since
the team had to prSctice
there
Most of the varsity sports
have volunteer student
managers who aren't paid.
Their main responsibilities
include setting up and handing
out equipment for both
practices and games.
Mark Cusac and Glenn

Foster are varsity football
managers, with Jerry Davis
and Ken Hart handling the
freshman. Jerry is also a
baseball manager.
The varsity basketball
managers are Al Gordon and
Glenn Foster, and George
O'Neal is freshmen manager.
Chuck Elliot handles track
and Paul Lehman works with
the lacrosse team.

Booters have four all-stars
Four Falcons soccer seniors
have been named to play in
the 1971 North-South senior
all-star game.
Fullbacks Bob Gofus and
Howy Siegel and halfbacks
Don Gable and Ivan Mader
were named to the North
squad.
The game will be played
Sunday at Baldwin-Wallace
College on an Astro-Turf
surface. BG coach Mickey
Cochrane will assist head
coach Bill Killen of Akron in
coaching the North.
THE TOP IS players from
the North-South game will be
•elected to play in an IndianaOhio all-star game that will be

played Dec 4 at Wright State.
The Ohio North-South game
is in its third year, and each
year the Falcons,have been
represented by at least three
players.
In another soccer note, two
Bowling Green season foes
have been named to
participate in the 1971 NCAA
soccer tournament.
Ohio University and Akron
will join eight-time champion
St. Louis and Southern
Illinois in the Midwest
eliminations

27, at Edwardsviile. Ill In the
first game, second-seeded
Southern Illnois, 9-1-1. will
take on third-ranked Akron, 92-3.
The St. Louis-Ohio
University victor will be the
host for the Midwest finals the
week of Nov. 30. The winner
advances to the national
semifinals Dec. 28 at the
Orange Bowl in Miami.

Lacrosse meet
All lacrosse players
interested in playing in
the 1972 season are to
report to a meeting
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
300 Moseley Kail

ST. LOUIS, 12-0. is topseeded and will face fourthseeded Ohio University, 10-1-1.
in the second game of a
doubleheader Saturday. Nov.

Intramural notes

BICYCLE
STORAGE
THIS WINTER CAN YOU STORE YOUR BIKE IN
THE DORM?

Entries for three-man winning both "A and H '
basketball and co-ed divisions. The "A" team
volleyball are due Nov. 23. stopped the defending
Entries are available from champions. Sigma Phi
fraternity and resident hall Epsilon, 26-21. while the "B"
team routed the Sigma Phi
athletic chairmen.
A goal by Bill Ehman was Epsilon "B" team, 26-6.
the only score as Beta Theta
The two teams will meet
Pi retained its fraternity title
for another year by defeating today to determine the 1971
fraternity champions. In the
Phi Delta Theta, 1-0.
The Foreign Bodies bombed resident hall division, the
The Team. 5-0. on four goals Derelicts of Rodgers meets
by Tim Davig. It was the Thundering Herd of
Anderson's second straight Offenhauer West for the title
while The Machine and Toad's
resident hall soccer title.
Kappa Sigma dominated the Bombers meet for the offfraternity football playoffs by campus crown.

HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT AN EASY WAY TO
GET IT HOME?
DO YOU PLAN TO LEAVE IT OUT IN THE COLD?

BEHIND
MOSELEY HALL

12:00-6:00 P.M.

NOV. 21, 22
AND 23

•BICYCLE MAINTENANCE WILL BE OFFERED AT A SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

By Fred R Ortlea
Autetul Sawm Edfcer
It Michigan State hockey mentor Amo Bessone's coaching
techniques are on a parallel with his personality, the Spartans
should be in for another excellent season.
The easy-going Amo, who led the Spartans to a 19-12 record,
good for a seventh-in-the-nation ranking last season, kicked off
the 1971-72 campaign with a pair of impressive 5-2 and 8-3
victories over Bowling Green last weekend.
Arm's a class guy.

WHILE THE FALCONS were turning in one of their poorer
efforts in Friday's 5-2 outing. Bessone was handling out
plaudits.
"They've (BG) got a good sound team," he said. "We were
fortunate to win considering all the penalties we had. Vivian
(Falcon coach Jack) has done a good job of recruiting," he
continued. "We expected a hard game."
Amo even went as far as to say the Falcons could compete
with several teams in the Western Conference, the loop in
which Michigan State is picked to finish third.
"THEY'RE AS GOOD as some teams in our league." he said
"and you'd figure they'd improve over the course of the season
ana give a lot of people fits."
Meanwhile. Falcon coach Jack Vivian cringes at the thought
of facing a Michigan State in almost every league battle.
"If we played in the Western Conference, that's what we'd be
up against every week." said Vivian, shaking his head. "Next
week Michigan State will go to Minnesota and get killed."
"BUT IF YOU box and get hit in the nose, you fight back."
said Vivian. "That's why I got the schedule I did."
A lot can be said about the fan support the Falcons get at
home. Call them loud and vicious, but call them loyal.
Bessone got more than his share of taunts and epithets from
the fans around the Michigan State bench last weekend
When asked about it. he said he thought it was great.
"They do a great job. don't they?'' he asked, chomping on a
cigar after Friday's win "They make a lot of noise; that's
what they're here for."
DID THE FANS affect the Spartans muc h"
"No, they didn't affect the team at all." scoffed Amo. "They
(the players) can't concentrate on the game if they're worried
about the fans.
That was more than apparent Saturday after the Falcons
bucketed two quick goals within the initial three minutes of the
game. The crowd reaction was maddening, enough to make any
team panic But not the Spartans They methodically whittled
away at the Falcons and won easily
Speaking of fans, you can't blame Vivian for showing concern
when his team goes on the road. Going from the friendly
confines of the Ice Arena to foreign ground can and has shown
Dr. Jekyll-Mr. f!yde effects on the Falcons. They were but 4-101 last season away from home
YOU MIGHT HAVE noticed the new derby Vivian is wearing
at the games now. "It was a good luck charm from my wife.
Besides I'm developing a cold spot up there " admitted the
balding mentor "I've seen other coaches wearing hats and I
think it looks better. I'll wear this one from now on."
Vivian promised a few changes after the two losses to
Michigan State. And Monday in practice the changes were
apparent.
The Brian Williams-Gerry Bradbury-Pete Badour line, which
scored a heady 51 goals last season, was missing Williams who
switched places with Gord McCosh on the McCosh-Steve BallTed Sator line
ON THAT FIRST line McCosh wai centering and Bradbury,
last season's leading scorer, moved from center to left wing.
Vivian's looking for a little more scoring punch
Speaking of McCosh. the Ajax, Ont., native was benched
during the second period Saturday because he's not playing as
well as Vivian would like.
About the only thing Vivian was pleased with last weekend
was the "mini" line of Mike Bartley. Ron Wise and Bobby
Watson
"THOSE GUYS are out working before practice and a(ter
practice." Vivian said. "They work together and they are
together when they're on the ice. If 1 only had three lines like
that..." They accounted for three goals and four assists in the
series.
Glen Shirton is still suffering chest spasms after smashing
into the boards in the Ryerson series. The Falcon captain's
absence Saturday was felt on the back lines He should be ready
for Western Ontario this weekend
Falcon goaltender Terry Miskolczi had to leave Saturday's
game midway through the third period after .ou'nng a puck
just above his knee in the second period
HE REFUSED TO believe the Spartans were a better team.
"I still think we have a better team than them." he said after
Saturday's loss. "Their first four goals were deflections. They
just got the breaks and we didn't."
Defenseman Chuck Gyles was practicing Monday after he left
prematurely Saturday with a back injury.
This weekend the Falcons host Western Ontario, a team that
ruined their opener last season. 3-2 in overtime. The following
evening the Falcons eked out a 7-6 win. That's indicative of how
these two teams skate.

WE CAN OFFER YOU AN AL TERN A TIVE!
For the first time winter bicycle storage is being offered to Bowling Green students.
Bicycles will be picked up directly behind Moseley
Hall November 21, 22. 23 from 12:00 noon till 6:00
p.m. Your advance payment of $12.50 will insure a
safe dry place for your wheels this winter. Spring delivery will be determined by the weather, sometime
following spring break.

Personable Amo
praises pucksten

For lasting
Thanksgiving
pleasure
gin a gift from

VATAN'S
1 st Edition -1971 Thanksgiving Plata

REGISTER NOW —
Another Large Shipment
For Guys And Gals
n

THE DEN

— 2 reserved Mat hotkey
tickets will be given away for
•very BGSU Horn* Gam*
M*fi-Thu-r>i-9to9
Tirt-WmJ-Sal - 9 la 6

